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RELEASE CONTENT
1. NGA_population_v1_2_gridded.zip
2. NGA_population_v1_2_admin.zip
3. NGA_population_v1_2_sql.sql
4. NGA_population_v1_2_tiles_population.zip
5. NGA_population_v1_2_tiles_uncertainty.zip
FILE DESCRIPTIONS
NGA_population_v1_2_gridded.zip
This zip file contains two raster files:
NGA_population_v1_2_gridded.tif
This geotiff raster contains estimates of total population size for each 100 m grid cell
across Nigeria. The values are the mean of the posterior probability distribution for
the predicted population size in each grid cell. NA values represent areas that were
mapped as unsettled by LandScanHD v1.1 (ORNL 2018). These data are stored as
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floating point numbers rather than integers to avoid rounding errors in aggregated
population totals for larger areas (i.e. as occurred in version 1.0).
NGA_population_v1_2_uncertainty.tif
This geotiff raster contains estimates of uncertainty in the population estimates
within each 100 m grid cell across Nigeria. The uncertainty values are the difference
between the upper and lower 95% credible intervals of the posterior prediction
divided by the mean of the posterior prediction: (upper – lower)/mean. These
numbers provide a comparable measure of uncertainty in population estimates
across the country.
NGA_population_v1_2_admin.zip
This zip file contains population totals for administrative units in Nigeria. States are
considered level 2 administrative units and local government areas are considered level 3
administrative units. The adminstrative boundaries (i.e. the two ESRI polygon shapefiles)
were obtained from eHealth Africa in September of 2018. These are not official
government boundaries. The attribute tables for the shapefiles and the corresponding .csv
spreadsheets contain estimates of the total population sizes in each polygon and the
confidence intervals. This includes the mean of the posterior prediction (column mean) and
the quantiles of the posterior prediction (columns q025, q05, q25, q50, q75, q95, q975). The
median is q50 and the 95% credible intervals are described by q025 and q975.
This zip file contains the following five files:
NGA_population_v1_2_ admin_level2.shp
This shapefile contains state boundaries. Note: this file is accompanied by four
ancillary files (.dbf, .prf, .shp.xml, and .shx).
NGA_population_v1_2_ admin_level3.shp
This shapefile contains local government area boundaries. Note: this file is
accompanied by four ancillary files (.dbf, .prf, .shp.xml, and .shx).
NGA_population_v1_2_admin_level0.csv
This spreadsheet contains summary statistics of the posterior prediction for the total
population of Nigeria. The national population total was the sum of all state totals
using the boundaries described above.
NGA_population_v1_2_admin_level2.csv
This spreadsheet contains summary statistics of the posterior predictions for the total
populations of all 37 states in Nigeria (see description of state boundaries above).
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NGA_population_v1_2_admin_level3.csv
This spreadsheet contains summary statistics of the posterior predictions for the total
populations of all 774 local government areas in Nigeria (see description of local
government area boundaries above).
NGA_population_v1_2_sql.sql
This SQLite database contains samples (n=10,000) from the Bayesian posterior
predictions of population size in each grid cell. These can be used to derive the posterior
distribution for population totals for larger areas that contain more than one grid cell. This
database is the source data for WorldPop tools used to display and analyze these model
results. Note that these 10,000 samples do not necessarily produce a fully converged
posterior distribution.
NGA_population_v1_2_tiles_population.zip
This tiled web map allows for rapid display of the 100 m gridded population estimates
across Nigeria. These can be used to develop web applications for these model results.
NGA_population_v1_2_tiles_uncertainty.zip
This tiles web map allows for rapid display of the 100 m gridded estimates of uncertainty
across Nigeria. These can be used to develop web applications for these model results.
RELEASE HISTORY
Version 1.2 (10 July 2019)
- The previous release contained a few grid cells with erroneously high population
estimates that resulted from the way the statistical model was summarised (based
on 1,000 samples from posterior predictions as opposed to 10,000 samples used
here).
- This update changes the population estimates slightly in every grid cell. State and
LGA totals have changed marginally but remain within 1% of previous estimates.
Version 1.1 (22 February 2019)
- Updated to include floating point rasters rather than integer rasters to resolve
rounding errors when calculating population totals for larger areas (e.g. zonal sums)
Version 1.0 (11 November 2018)
- Original release of Nigeria population dataset
ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
These population estimates represent the time period of 2016 to 2017 corresponding to
when the microcensus surveys were conducted. This model assumed that zero people lived
in areas that were mapped as unsettled by LandScanHD v1.1 (ORNL 2018). The settlement
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map was based on satellite imagery mostly from 2014 with some images as old as 2010. Our
population estimates assumed that zero people lived in areas that were mapped as
unsettled based on these images.
Our population estimates assumed that no people lived in areas classified as nonresidential settlements (e.g. industrial and commercial areas). This assumption was
necessary because no microcensus data were available from these areas to estimate the
expected distribution of population densities.
Population estimates are missing from some areas near the Nigerian border because no
data existed for some geospatial covariates in these areas.
SOURCE DATA
Nigeria Microcensus Survey (ORNL 2018)
This microcensus data set comes from household surveys at 1,142 locations in 15 states of
Nigeria in 2016 and 2017. These locations represented a random sample stratified by
settlement type. Each survey cluster contained about 3 hectares of settled area and the
total number of people living in each household was recorded. We used the total number of
people in each survey area (i.e. cluster) as the response variable in our statistical model.
LandScanHD v1.1 (ORNL 2018)
We used the Nigeria settlement classification from this data set (see Weber et al. 2018) to
classify each grid cell into five different settlement types: urban (A), urban (B), urban (D),
urban (F), rural (M), and non-residential (Z). We used this as a predictor of population
density.
Nigeria Administrative Boundaries (eHealth Africa 2018)
We obtained these boundaries from eHealth Africa in September of 2018. They represent
the boundaries for 37 states and 774 local government areas. These are not official
government boundaries.
WorldPop Global Gridded Population Estimates (WorldPop & CIESIN 2018)
We used WorldPop’s 2014 gridded population estimates for Nigeria (the most recent
available at the time) to develop covariates. WorldPop derived these gridded estimates
from projections of the 2006 Nigeria population and housing census. Columbia University’s
Center for International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN) projected the
population totals for level 2 administrative units (i.e. states) into future years and
WorldPop disaggregated these state-level population projections to a 100 m grid using a
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machine learning approach (Stevens et al. 2015). We used these gridded estimates as a
predictor of population density.
Demographic and Health Survey (National Population Commission and ICF International
2014)
We used the household sizes from these surveys to create an interpolated map covering
Nigeria with estimates of average household sizes for each grid cell. We used this as a
predictor of population density.
Map of Schools in Nigeria (Geopode 2018)
We used a map of schools in Nigeria compiled by eHealth Africa to derive gridded estimates
of school densities within a 1 km radius. Because the source data were produced with
uneven mapping effort among regions, we rescaled our gridded estimates relative to the
average school density within a 50 km radius.
METHODS OVERVIEW
Building on previous population estimation work in Nigeria (Weber et al. 2018), we adopt
the model-based approach of Wardrop et al. (2018). We developed a statistical model to
estimate population sizes for every 100 m grid cell across Nigeria. These estimates were
based on relationships observed between microcensus surveys that enumerated people at
a sample of 1,142 locations nationally and high-resolution geospatial datasets that have
complete national coverage. These relationships provided a basis for extrapolating
population estimates to areas where no population data were available and providing
reliable estimates of uncertainty.
We developed a hierarchical Bayesian regression model within the family of Poisson
generalised linear mixed models. This included a random intercept that estimated
population densities for specific settlement types (ORNL 2018) in each region, state, and
local government area (eHealth Africa 2018). The model also included a linear regression
that estimated effects of the following geospatial covariates on population densities:
1. Projected, gridded population density (WorldPop 2018)
2. Household size (National Population Commission and ICF International, 2014)
3. Residential settlement area within 1 km (ORNL 2018)
4. Non-residential settlement area within 1 km (ORNL 2018)
5. School density within 1 km (Geopode 2018)
* 1-2 were rescaled (mean = 0, standard deviation = 1) using: (x – mean(x)) / sd(x)
** 3-5 were rescaled as above but with mean and standard deviation calculated within a
50km radius.
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The model was implemented using JAGS (v4.3.0), R (v3.5.0), and the R package runjags
(Plummer 2003, R Core Team 2013, Denwood 2016). Model-based estimates of population
densities for microcensus survey areas that were withheld from the model had an rsquared value of 0.46 indicating moderate model fit at the spatial scale of microcensus
clusters (~3 hectares of settlement each). The confidence intervals adequately quantified
prediction uncertainty (i.e. they included the observed population sizes most of the time).
We expected better prediction accuracy for larger areas (e.g. local government areas and
states) but we did not have validation data to assess model fit at these scales. Complete
model diagnostics are available upon request (release@worldpop.org).
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